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Time for a wedding! It’s one of the last nights of the TNA tapings and
we’re getting a major angle in the form of Braxton Sutter being forced to
marry Laurel Van Ness for reasons that still aren’t clear. Other than
that we have Bobby Lashley defending the TNA World Title against newcomer
Josh Barnett at some point in the near future. Let’s get to it.

In memory of George Steele, Ivan Koloff Nicole Bass and Chavo Guerrero
Sr.

Matt Hardy is at House Hardy where he talks to George Washington (the
giraffe), who is worried about Vanguard I’s drinking issues. The Seven
Deities are going to teleport Matt somewhere for his transformation into
the King of Gold. However, he might lose some of his abilities so
therefore he has to transfer them into Jeff’s body. Jeff has a pre-mo-
nition which tells him that Matt is going to Egypt. Vanguard I takes Matt
away.

Wedding video.

Here are Cody and Brandi Rhodes for a chat. Cody doesn’t like the idea
that his wife was dubbed Mini Moose (still a dumb name) last week so he’d
like Moose out here right now. This brings out Moose and Cody gets
straight to the point by asking if they’re going to sleep together soon.
Brandi isn’t cool with that and asks if Cody is telling the truth. Cody
says he was kidding but lays Moose out while shouting to Brandi that it’s
a joke. Cross Rhodes leaves Moose laying.
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Post break, Cody has no comment.

Eli Drake thinks Tyrus stepped way over the line and tonight he has to
take a beating.

Tyrus never liked Drake.

Eli Drake vs. Tyrus

Before he gets in the ring, we get a little more Drake trash talk which
is basically a way to plug the fact that Tyrus is a Fox News contributor.
A single shoulder puts Drake on the floor so he offers Tyrus more money.
Tyrus growls at him so Drake lays out the referee for the DQ at 2:35.

Post match Drake offers Tyrus a raise and they hug. In other words: “I
hate you!” “I hate you too!” “Want more money?” “Yeah we’re cool.” Pope
says this won’t happen when the new management takes over. The Anthem Owl
told him so.

Maria and company are getting ready for the wedding but can’t find Allie.

Matt comes back from his quest and now has a regal robe. He’s learned
what it’s going to take to make the Expedition of Gold a success. That
means Skarrsgard is no longer a dilapidated boat but rather the Ark of
Gold, where all the title belts will be stored.

Here’s Jade to say her rivalry with Rosemary (“Red vs. Blue”) is far from
over. Jade wants to take the division back from the sick freak (Why does
it feel like 80% of TNA storylines are about getting us back to what
something is supposed to be? Sting had that feud roughly 485 times.) so
here’s Rosemary, who I barely remember being champion.

Josh and Pope get in an argument during the entrance and Pope hints that
changes are coming to the booth. Rosemary wants the Knockouts to decay so
Jade talks about going through Monster’s Ball and coming out standing. We
get a challenge for a Last Knockouts Standing match with Rosemary
accepting. This felt really forced and Jade is far from a smooth talker.

Mike Bennett tries to give an annoyed Braxton Sutter a pep talk.
Champagne is consumed and Bennett doesn’t seem thrilled with his own



marriage. Sutter brings up Allie but Maria has that covered.

Bram vs. Jesse Godderz

They slug it out to start as Pope keeps hinting that Josh is going to be
gone soon. Godderz plants him with a belly to back suplex and a
Blockbuster to set up the Adonis Lock. Kingston gets on the apron for a
distraction so Jesse catapults Bram into him, setting up the rollup for
the pin on Bram at 3:57.

Rating: D. Good grief TNA. If you were just going to treat the DCC like a
bunch of goofs, why did you bother putting them together in the first
place? At this point the guys are the Job Squad as they can never win a
match and there’s still not exactly a clear point to why they’re together
in the first place. Nothing to see here.

Godderz cleans house and bails before he gets beaten down.

The Hardys teleport to the Mid-Atlantic territory where they say they wan
the Tag Team Titles. A team called the Mid-Atlantic Outlaws say they’re
the #1 contenders so a challenge is issued but another guy says this is
their way to get out of this territory and on to a better life.
Apparently this means anyone winning the Tag Team Titles so they’re all
off to find the champions.

The Lady Squad is getting ready for the wedding when Allie finally shows
up. They yell at her a bit and tell her to make sure the hotel room is
ready. Allie leaves and runs into Braxton, who can’t explain why he’s
doing this. If that’s not what he wants to do, then don’t do it.

Back to Mid-Atlantic where a locker room brawl breaks out and the Hardys
get a title shot. Just like last week, it’s a clipped up match with the
Hardys beating Mathis and Rage to become champions.

Josh Barnett hasn’t been impressed by Lashley and thinks he needs to show
Lashley how to be a champion. I still have no idea why I’m supposed to be
impressed by/care about Barnett but that’s never stopped TNA before.

Bad Bones vs. Josh Barnett



Bad Bones is a tough looking guy from Germany and Lashley is on
commentary. Barnett takes him to the mat and tries a chinlock but let’s
look at Lashley talking instead of the debuting #1 contender. A bunch of
strikes have Bones in trouble but he gets in a spear through the ropes.
Barnett suplexes him and gets in a nasty Jackknife followed by a keylock
for the submission at 2:43. Lashley is impressed.

X-Division Title: DJZ vs. Trevor Lee

DJZ is getting his rema ch and has a bad ankle coming in. That doesn’t
stop him from diving over the top onto the champion to start. A
hurricanrana off the apron bangs up the ankle again so Lee goes after it
in a smart move. The slow beating continues until an enziguri staggers
Lee again. That means a Schitt’s Creek plug as DJZ grabs a reverse
hurricanrana. DJZ loads up the ZDT but Helms grabs the leg, allowing Lee
to get in a rollup with a handful of tights to retain at 4:31.

Rating: D+. Standard X-Division match here, meaning no chance to go
anywhere, high spots that were more interesting the first thousand or so
times we’ve seen them and little surprise to the ending because you only
get one change of this title every five months or so. Nothing to see
here, as expected.

Post match Lee loads up the Pillmanizing but Andrew Everett comes in for
the save.

Maria comes up to see Sutter and offers to remind him why this is
happening. Sutter says he knows and Maria threatens him with consequences
if there’s no wedding. We still don’t know what those consequences are.

It’s time for the wedding with an already drunk Bennett as the best man.
Spud is flower man and Aron Rex comes out in his gear. Maria and Sienna
are the bridal party and after a break, here’s Laurel as the fans chant
for ODB. Maria does her signature stuff and brings out Allie, who looks
stunning in her bridesmaid’s dress and causes Braxton’s jaw to drop.

Laurel reads her own vows, talking about how your bank account is what
matters and promising to buy Braxton a new wardrobe. The fans drown this
out with DELETE chants and Sutter says he forgot to bring his vows. We



get to the “any objections” part and Maria shouts the fans down before
Allie can say anything. Maria trips her and yells when the rings fall
because that’s what Maria and Allie do.

Laurel says I Do but Braxton can’t get the second word out. Fans: “JUST
SAY NO!” Braxton says no because he can’t stand being around Laurel.
There’s a guy out there for Laurel to make completely miserable but it’s
just not him. Braxton says he loves Allie and for once the fans seem to
genuinely freak out over this (It couldn’t be because these are
characters the fans can relate to and get behind because they can’t stand
the villain could it?).

He knows Maria is going to fire Allie for this and he’ll never see her
again but he loves her and that’s all that matters. Maria fires Allie but
she quits instead. This might have been more effective if they hadn’t had
the big split moment two or three times already. Sutter punches Bennett
down and Brooke comes out to help Allie. Robbie E. goes after Aron and
the big kiss ends the show as Pope teases the changes AGAIN.

The big angle was good because I have a reason to care about the
characters but as usual, TNA screwed themselves over by hyping this as
the “most controversial wedding in wrestling history”. Not only does that
basically say they know what’s coming but also…..this was exactly what
people were expecting. It’s not like this was anything that we haven’t
seen a half dozen times before. The Brooke wedding a few years back where
Tazz joined Aces and 8’s was a bigger surprise than this one. Again
though, that’s TNA in a nutshell: make something bigger than it is and be
disappointing because Josh can’t shut up about it.

Overall Rating: D. Assuming you even count the first “match” as
wrestling, this show didn’t even have fourteen minutes of actual bell
time (not counting the Hardys which was a bunch of clips instead of a
match). The Hardys are still running around doing whatever they want,
despite it not seeming to lead to anything (other than Ring of Honor) at
the moment. Everything else is just there with no particular rhyme or
reason, which doesn’t make for a good show. The wedding was entertaining
for what it was but that’s not enough to carry a show.



I know none of this really matters as they’re resetting everything
(AGAIN) in two weeks but they better knock it out of the park with the
new stuff because this has been really dull lately. They’re certainly
teasing some new stuff and that’s a good thing, though if there’s one
thing TNA knows how to do, it’s underwhelm on their bragging.

Results

Tyrus b. Eli Drake via DQ when Tyrus hit the referee

Jesse Godderz b. Bram – Rollup

Josh Barnett b. Bad Bones – Keylock

Trevor Lee b. DJZ – Rollup with a handful of tights

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up the
History of the WWE’s Big Four Pay Per Views, now in PAPERBACK.
Check out the information here:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2017/01/27/kbs-reviews-now-avail
able-in-paperback/

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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